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ABSTRACT
Application icon management includes: displaying a first set
of one or more application icons in a desktop display area ,
wherein the desktop display area includes an icon display
area , the icon display area being in either a displayed state
or a hidden state ; receiving a first command ; in response to

(57)

a second set of one or more application icons in the icon
display area being displayed and the first command corre
sponding to a hide command , hiding the icon display area
such that the second set of one or more application icons is

not visible on the desktop display area ; and in response to
the second set of one or more application icons in the icon

display area not being displayed and a second command

corresponding to a display command being received , dis
playing the icon display area such that the second set of one

or more application icons in the icon display area is visible
on the desktop display area ; wherein the first command and

the second command are received by monitoring user opera

tions and detecting a pre -specified user operation , and the
first command is deemed to correspond to a hide command
in response to the pre -specified user operation satisfying a
first designated condition .
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DISPLAY AND MANAGEMENT OF

APPLICATION ICONS

CROSS REFERENCE TO OTHER
APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is a continuation of co -pending
U .S . patent application Ser. No. 14 /817 ,803 , entitled DIS
PLAY AND MANAGEMENT OF APPLICATION ICONS
filed Aug. 4 , 2015 which claims priority to People ' s Repub
lic of China Patent Application No. 201410381308 .5
entitled A METHOD AND DEVICE FOR PROVIDING
APPLICATION ICONS , filed Aug . 5 , 2014 which is incor

porated herein by reference for all purposes.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
[ 0002 ] The present application involves the field of com
puter technology; in particular , it involves user interface
displays .
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
[0003] With the continuous development of computer
technology and network technology, users are already able
to obtain a variety of services by installing various applica
tions on terminals. For example, a user can install a variety
of applications on his/her mobile telephone , enabling him /
her to obtain various services at any time and any place.
[0004 ] Currently , the terminal desktop is the point of entry

to launch these various applications , and the icons for each
of the various applications installed are displayed on the
desktop . The user needs to click the icon of an application

to obtain the services offered by that application .
[0005 ] However, in existing systems, the number ofappli

cations installed on the terminal by the user is often rela

tively large, therefore, when the user needs a certain appli
cation , it is often difficult for the user to locate the icon of
the desired application among the many application icons .
The user sometimes must invoke a search function to find
the desired application . A more user -friendly and convenient

way ofmanaging the application icons is needed .

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[ 0006 ] Various embodiments of the invention are dis

closed in the following detailed description and the accom
panying drawings.
[ 0007 ] The drawings described here are intended to further
the understanding of the present application and form a part
of this application . The illustrative embodiments of the
present application and the descriptions thereof are intended
to explain this application and do not constitute inappropri
ate limitation of the present application . Among the draw
ings :

[0008 ] FIG . 1 is an embodiment of a process ofmodifying
a desktop to display application icons.
[0009] FIG . 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating an

example of a user entry of a hide command on the touch
screen device .

[0010 ] FIG . 3 is a schematic diagram of an example icon
[0011 ] FIGS. 4A through 4C are diagrams illustrating an

display area according to some embodiments .

example where the upper border of the icon display area is

the designated horizontal line .
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[0012 ] FIG . 5 is a screenshot of an example displayed icon
display area offered in the embodiments of the present
application .

[0013 ] FIG . 6 is a block diagram of an example device that
ments of the present application .
provides application icon management according to embodi

[0014 ] FIG . 7 is a functional diagram illustrating a pro
grammed computer system for application icon display and

management in accordance with some embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[0015 ]. The invention can be implemented in numerous
ways , including as a process ; an apparatus ; a system ; a
composition ofmatter ; a computer program product embod
ied on a computer readable storage medium ; and /or a
processor, such as a processor configured to execute instruc
tions stored on and /or provided by a memory coupled to the
processor. In this specification , these implementations, or
any other form that the invention may take , may be referred

to as techniques . In general, the order of the steps of
disclosed processes may be altered within the scope of the
invention . Unless stated otherwise , a component such as a
processor or a memory described as being configured to

perform a task may be implemented as a general component
that is temporarily configured to perform the task at a given
time or a specific component that is manufactured to per

form the task . As used herein , the term “ processor ' refers to
one or more devices , circuits , and/or processing cores con

figured to process data , such as computer program instruc

tions.

[0016 ] A detailed description ofone ormore embodiments

of the invention is provided below along with accompanying

figures that illustrate the principles of the invention . The
invention is described in connection with such embodi

ments, but the invention is not limited to any embodiment .
The scope of the invention is limited only by the claims and
the invention encompasses numerous alternatives, modifi

cations and equivalents . Numerous specific details are set

forth in the following description in order to provide a

thorough understanding of the invention . These details are

provided for the purpose of example and the invention may

be practiced according to the claims without some or all of
these specific details. For the purpose of clarity, technical

material that is known in the technical fields related to the
invention has not been described in detail so that the
invention is not unnecessarily obscured .

[0017] A technique of modifying a desktop display to
simplify application icon management and provide greater

user privacy is disclosed . In some embodiments , a first set of
application icons is displayed in a desktop display area .
Further, an icon display area is used to display a second set
of application icons. When a terminal receives a hide

command, it hides the icon display area and the second set

of application icons. Application icons can be added to the
icon display area , so that when the user needs to use this
application , the corresponding icon can be found in this icon
display area , thus increasing the speed of access and improv
ing usability.
[0018 ] FIG . 1 is an embodiment of a process ofmodifying
a desktop to display application icons. Process 100 can be
performed on a terminal such as 700 of FIG . 7 . In the
following discussion , the various functions performed by the
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terminal can be implemented as a part of the terminal's

operating system , or as an application executing within the
operating system .
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example , when it is determined that the difference obtained
by subtracting the vertical distance between the initial

[ 00191 Initially , at 102, a set of one or more application

positions of the two placements from the vertical distance
between the ending positions of the two placements does not
exceed a first set threshold value, it is further determined that

cal user interface -based operating systems, the terminal will

the user operation perceived through monitoring satisfies a

representing applications that are available to be invoked by

first designated condition . In some embodiments , the first set
threshold value described in the embodiments of the present

icons is displayed in a desktop display area . In most graphi
display in an output screen in the desktop display area icons

the user.

10020 ] At 104 , a command to change the desktop display

application can be set according to implementation require

ments ; for example , it can be set as

area is received .

10021] At 106 , it is determined whether the command is a
hide command or a display command .

[0022] As will be described in further detail below , in
from the desktop display area can be used to display certain

some embodiments , an icon display area that is different

application icons (e. g., icons for frequently used applica
tions, icons for applications the user would like to keep

private , etc. ). Thus, in some embodiments, a user can enter
a hide command to hide the icon display area on the terminal

by performing a pre -specified operation that meets a first
designated condition . Specifically, the operating system of
the terminal monitors the operations of the user. When a
monitored user operation satisfies a first designated condi
tion , it is determined that a hide command has been received .
At 108 , the icon display area is hidden such that the set of
application icons associated with the icon display area is not
displayed .

[0023] The user can also enter a display command on the

terminal by performing a pre - specified operation that meets
a second designated condition . When the terminal receives

a display command , it will display the icon display area that
icon display area correspond to certain specially designated
applications . They can be icons for frequently used appli
cations, applications that the user would like to keep private,
etc . Specifically, the terminalmonitors user operations using

is different from the desktop display area . The icons in the

where h is the height of the icon display area, as shown in
FIG . 3 .
[0025 ] FIG . 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating an
example of a user entry of a hide command on the touch
screen device . In this example , the operating system of the
device monitors the user 's touch operations constantly in
real time; whenever the operating system determines
through monitoring that the user has executed a touch

operation , a touch event corresponding to this touch opera
tion is recorded at a predetermined location in memory or
storage , and another part of the operating system or a
different application executing on the touch screen device
can retrieve the touch events recorded by checking at the
predetermined location for recorded touch events . When a
recorded event is found , the first designated condition is
checked .

[0026 ] When the user performs a pre-specified two -point
gesture operation on this touch screen device such as placing

two fingertips on the screen and pinching the fingers

together, the vertical distance between the ending positions

of the two screen placements of the fingertips is less than the

vertical distance between the initial positions of the two

the operating system . When the operating system detects

fingertips' placements. Therefore , based on the touch event
retrieved from the operating system in real time, if this touch
screen device determines that the user has employed a

the icon display area is displayed .
[0024 ] For purposes of example , the description below
describes in detail a terminal that is a touch screen device

subtracting the vertical distance between the initial positions

that a user operation satisfies a second designated condition ,
then it is determined that a display command has been
received . At 110 , the set of one ormore application icons in

such as a touch screen smartphone or a touch screen tablet
that employs surface capacitive or projected capacitive
touch technology to receive inputs from the user. Other

terminals and input technologies can be used . In this case ,

the touch screen device 's operating system continuously
monitors the operations executed by the user, and identifies
a pre -specified operation that satisfies a first designated
condition as the hide command , or a pre -specified operation
that satisfies a second designated condition as the display
command. For example, the pre -specified operation corre
sponding to the hide command can be a two -point hand

two -point hand gesture , and the difference obtained by
of the two placements from the vertical distance between the
ending positions of the two placements is less than a first set
threshold value, then it can be determined that the user

operation perceived through monitoring satisfies the desig

nated condition , i.e ., it can be determined that a hide
command entered by the user has been received .

[0027 ] In some embodiments, the icon display area is

implemented as a container class ( e . g ., the container class as

specified by Google API for Android® ) that stores and
displays icons. In some implementations , the terminal' s
desktop is implemented as a container class used to store and

display icons, and the container class corresponding to the

icon display area is implemented as a subclass of the

gesture operation such as placing two fingertips on the touch

container class corresponding to the desktop . In other words ,

screen and pinching the fingertips across the touch screen ,

in such implementations, for the icon display area , the

and the first designated condition is that the difference
( specifically the placements of the user's two fingertips) and

software code defines a container class used to store and
display icons, and this container class is also a subclass in
the container class corresponding to the desktop . Thus, the

dition depends on the vertical or horizontal distances. For

larger container class of the desktop . The operating system

between the distance of the initial placement positions
the distance of the ending placement positions does not
exceed a first set threshold value . In some embodiments ,
rather than the absolute distances , the first designated con -

operating system or the desktop application implements
rendering and other functions associated with the desktop
class, allowing the user to store an icon in the relatively
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or the desktop application further implements rendering and
other functions associated with the icon display area , thus

allowing the user to store an icon in the container class of the

icon display area and add an application icon to the icon
display area .
[0028 ] In various embodiments , the icon display area
serves different functions depending on different require
ments ; some example functions are described below .
[ 0029 ] The first function of the icon display area is to store
the icons of frequently - used applications, i.e ., the user is
permitted to store the icons of frequently -used applications
in the icon display area ; in this way, when the user wants to
use an application , the icon for this application can be found
directly in the icon display area , effectively increasing the

speed of user operations as well as making it more conve
nient for the user to perform the operations . The icon display
area is the equivalent of a shortcut area , and the application
icons stored in this icon display area are shortcut application

icons. When the items stored in this icon display area are

shortcut application icons , these shortcut application icons

can only be displayed in this icon display area , or they can

be simultaneously displayed on the desktop and in this icon
display area in order to make them easy for the user to find

these icons.

[0030 ] The second function of the icon display area is to
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folders, files , etc.), the techniques described above can also

be used to distinguish the various types of icons in the icon

display area . In some embodiments , the various types of

icons in the icon display area are not distinguished by their

markings .

[0035 ] In some embodiments , the icon display area can be

located in a designated position on the desktop , the width of
this icon display area can be the same as a width not greater

than the desktop, and the height of the icon display area can

be less than the height of the desktop , as shown in FIG . 3 .
[0036 ] FIG . 3 is a schematic diagram of an example icon
display area according to some embodiments . FIG . 3 is
described using the example where the terminal is a touch

screen device . In FIG . 3 , desktop area 302 is configured to

display regular application icons. Icon display area 304 is

located in the central portion of the desktop . Icon display
area 304 's width is approximately the same as the desktop
width , i.e ., the same as the width of the terminal display
screen , and its height is less than the height of the desktop .

In FIG . 3, the height of the icon display area is slightly
greater than the height of an icon .
[0037 ] In this example, when it is perceived through
monitoring that the user has employed a two -point hand
gesture operation such as placing two fingertips on the touch

screen and spreading the fingertips across the touch screen ,

store the icons of applications that a user does not wish
others to see . A user may not want others to see certain of
the user 's own applications for privacy reasons . Thus, the
icons of these applications can be added to the icon display

between the initial positions of the two placements from the
distance between the ending positions of the two placements

area , and a hide command can be entered ; the desktop
application then hides this icon display area , i.e ., does not
display this icon display area, thereby achieving the objec

placements of the user ' s two fingertips ), it is determined that
the user operation satisfies a second designated condition .

tive of protecting the user ' s privacy ; now , the icon display
area is the equivalent of a hidden area , and the icons stored

in this icon display area are hidden application icons.
hidden application icons , these hidden application icons are
icons for which display on the desktop is hidden , i.e ., icons
that are not displayed on the desktop .
[0031 ] Further, when this icon display area contains both
Wherein , when the items stored in this icon display area are

hidden application icons and shortcut application icons , in

order to distinguish these two different types of icons in this
icon display area , the terminal can use a variety ofmethods

to distinguish hidden application icons and shortcut appli
cation icons.

[0032 ] In some embodiments , different types of identifiers
with different display properties are used to distinguish

hidden application icons and shortcut application icons . For

example , hidden application icons are semi-transparent in

appearance and shortcut application icons are normal in
appearance ; or special markings such as characters or indi

cators can be added to the icons of hidden applications to
indicate that they are hidden or are shortcuts .

[ 0033] In some embodiments, hidden application icons

and shortcut application icons are displayed in different
areas of the icon display area . For example , hidden appli
cation icons are displayed on the left side of this icon display
area , and shortcut application icons are displayed on the
right side .
[0034 ] Further, if, in addition to including the hidden
application icon type and the shortcut application icon type ,
the icon display area described in the embodiments of the
present application is also able to include icons of other

types (such as office type application icons such as file

and the difference obtained by subtracting the distance

is not less than a second set threshold value (specifically the
Thus, it is determined that a display command entered by the

user has been received . In some embodiments , the second
set threshold value can be set as h , where h is the height of
this icon display area .

[0038] In some embodiments, the initialized state of the
container class that serves as the icon display area is preset
to the hidden state . In other words , upon initialization , the
icon display area is hidden from view and not displayed on
the desktop . The icon display area is displayed when a
display command entered by the user is received . Once the
icon display area appears on the desktop , the user can add an
application icon (which can be an application icon or a
shortcut application icon ) to the displayed icon display area ,
or click / tap on a certain icon in the icon display area to

invoke the corresponding application . When the terminal is

displaying the icon display area, if a hide command entered
by the user is received , then the operating system hides this
icon display area as well as the application icons placed
within the icon display area .
[0039 ] Preferably, the user can also preset a password
associated with the icon display area . Upon receipt of a
display command , the operating system of the terminal first

prompts the user to enter the password , and verifies whether

the password entered by the user is correct ; if the password
is correct, the operating system then displays the icon

display area ; otherwise, the operating system keeps this icon
display area hidden .
[0040] In practice , wallpaper images are stored in the
majority of terminal desktops . If no changes occur to the

wallpaper as the result of the display of the icon display area ,
the behavior can lead to user confusion ; however, because
wallpaper is controlled by the operating system , the icon
display area has no direct control over wallpaper. To solve
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this problem , in some embodiments , when the terminal
displays the icon display area , the operating system can first
retrieve the desktop wallpaper data and draw a wallpaper
image based on the retrieved wallpaper data , then scale the
drawn wallpaper image to the desktop dimensions as
needed , and , based on the position on the desktop of the
designated horizontal line in the icon display area , determine
a first straight line in a corresponding position in the scaled

wallpaper image. The scaled wallpaper image is then
divided into two sub -wallpaper images using the determined
first straight line as the dividing line, and the desktop is

divided into two sub -desktops using the designated horizon
tal line in this icon display area as the dividing line. The
sub -wallpaper image located in the upper portion is used as

the wallpaper of the sub -desktop located in the upper
portion , and the sub -wallpaper image located in the lower

portion is used as the wallpaper of the sub - desktop located
in the lower portion . The sub -desktop located in the upper

portion and its wallpaper are moved upward and the distance
by which they are moved upward being the distance from
this designated horizontal line to the upper border of the icon
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wallpaper image , such that the distance from this first

straight line to the upper border of the scaled wallpaper
image is also L . Thus, using this first straight line as the
dividing line, the wallpaper image shown in FIG . 4B is

divided into two sub -wallpaper sections. For purposes of
discussion below , the sub -wallpaper section located in the
upper portion will be referred to as the first wallpaper, and
the sub -wallpaper section located in the lower portion will
be referred to as the second wallpaper .
[0044 ] FIG . 4C is a schematic diagram of an example
terminal displaying the icon display area. After the wallpa
per image is divided into sub -wallpapers , the terminal uses
the upper border of the icon display area (the designated
horizontal line) as the dividing line to divide the desktop into
two sub -desktop portions, where the desktop portion located
in the upper portion being referred to as the first desktop , and
the desktop portion located in the lower portion being
referred to as the second desktop , and the terminal uses the
first wallpaper as the wallpaper for the first desktop , and uses
the second wallpaper as the wallpaper for the second desk

display area . In some embodiments, optionally or alterna

top .

wallpaper are moved downward , the distance by which they
are moved downward being the distance from this desig

is the designated horizontal line , the distance from this

tively , the sub - desktop located in the lower portion and its

[0045 ] Because the upper border of the icon display area

designated horizontal line to the upper border of the icon

nated horizontal line to the lower border of the icon display

display area is 0 , and the distance by which the first desktop
and its wallpaper are moved upward is 0 . In other words, it
is unnecessary to move the first desktop and its wallpaper,

this designated horizontal line and this upper border is 0 ;
therefore , it is only necessary to move the sub - desktop
located in the lower portion and its wallpaper downward .
Similarly , when the designated horizontal line is the lower
border of this icon display area , the distance between this
designated horizontal line and this lower border is 0 , and
therefore it is only necessary to move the sub -desktop
located in the upper portion and its wallpaper upward .
[0041] FIGS. 4A through 4C are diagrams illustrating an
example where the upper border of the icon display area is
the designated horizontal line.
[0042 ] FIG .4A is a display screen of an example terminal
when the terminal is not displaying the icon display area . In
FIG . 4A , the terminal has already hidden the icon display
area so that the icon display area is not shown. Assuming the

wallpaper downward such that the distance by which they
are moved is the height of the icon display area (since the
distance from the designated horizontal line to the lower

area , to display the icon display area located between the
two sub -desktops . When the designated horizontal line is the
upper border of this icon display area , the distance between

wallpaper of the desktop is the letter " A ," the icon display
area is located in the central portion of the desktop (area 402

which is surrounded by the dotted line in FIG . 4A ). This

location can be a default location for the icon display area .

When the operating system of the terminal receives a display
command entered by the user to display the icon display
area , wallpaper data is retrieved from the operating system 's
screen display buffer, and, based on the wallpaper data , a
new wallpaper image can be drawn ( rendered ) on the
display. The drawn wallpaper image is then scaled to the
dimensions of the desktop to obtain the wallpaper image as
shown in FIG . 4B .

[0043] FIG . 4B is a schematic diagram of an example
terminal divided into sub -wallpapers. Because the upper
border of this icon display area is the designated horizontal
line in FIG . 4A , the distance between this upper border and
the upper border of the desktop is represented as L . Based
on the position on the desktop of the designated horizontal
line in the icon display area , the terminal can determine a
first straight line in the corresponding position in the scaled

and it is only necessary to move the second desktop and its

border is exactly the height of the icon display area ), in order

to display the icon display area located between the first

desktop and the second desktop . The display is intuitive to
the user because what is being rendered is an area that is split
open in the original desktop ( including the wallpaper) to
reveal the icon display area and the icons that have been
added to the icon display area , and the lowest portion of the
original desktop has been moved off the display area of the
terminal screen .
[0046 ] In some cases, there may be one or more widget
display images (e. g ., a clock image ) present on the desktop.
Because widgets are also controlled by the operating system ,
the process used by the terminal to display the icon display

area is similar to the desktop wallpaper rendering process ,
and includes the following: when a widget is present on the
desktop , and the display area of this widget coincides with

the designated horizontal line of this icon display area , the

terminal retrieves the display data for this widget, and , based

on the retrieved display data, draws a display image of this
line of this icon display area in the display area of this

widget. Based on the position of the designated horizontal
widget, the terminal determines a second straight line in the
corresponding location in the rendered display image, and ,
using the determined second straight line as the dividing

line ,divides the rendered display image into two sub -display
images , displays the display image located in the upper
portion in the sub - desktop located in the upper portion , and
displays the display image located in the lower portion in the
sub -desktop located in the lower portion . In other words,
using a process similar to that used to divide the desktop
image, the display image of the widget is divided into an
upper and lower sub - display image, and , after the upper and
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lower sub -desktops are moved , a “ split " is achieved to reveal
the icon display area located between the two sub - desktops.

[0047] In addition to the aforementioned “ splitting ” tech
nique to display the icon display area on the desktop , in
various other embodiments , it is also possible to use other
techniques to display the icon display area . For example , the
icon display area can be set as a floating window in the upper
portion of the desktop , and when the terminal receives a
display command , this icon display area can be displayed in
the form of a floating window ; when a hide command is
received , this icon display area is hidden , i. e ., the floating
window is not displayed .
[0048 ] Further, in the embodiments of the present appli
cation , internalmulti- screen settings can be used for the icon
display area ; for example , because the size of the display
area is limited , the internal settings may require that only

one row of icons can be added to the display area of the icon

display area, and a maximum number of icons (e. g ., four
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area ), then it is determined that a command to set this
application icon as a shortcut icon has been received ; or, if

it is determined that the time that the user has pressed and
held a certain application icon exceeds a set length of time,
it displays a user interface widget ( e . g ., a shortcut button ) ,
and if it is detected that the user has selected the user

interface widget (e .g ., clicked the shortcut button ), it is

determined that a command to set the application icon as a

shortcut icon has been received ; or, if it is detected that the

user has clicked the button in the icon display area to add an
application icon ( for example , this button can be displayed
as an icon in the form of a “ + ” sign or the like ), and after
detecting that the user has selected a certain application icon ,

it is determined that a command to set the application icon
as a shortcut icon has been received ; wherein , the user can

select the application icon from a pop - up application inter

face menu or select the application icon directly on the
desktop .

scroll screen command , and the terminal will switch to the

[0052 ] When this icon display area is used as a shortcut
area , if the terminal detects that the user has pressed and held

next icon display area screen ; in other words, in the next

an application icon in excess of a set length of time, then a

screen , the user can add an additional row of four icons .
Additionally, an automatic squeezing technique can be

hide button and a shortcut button can be displayed . Further,
if it is detected that the user has clicked the hide button , then

icons ) can be added to a row of icons. The user can enter a
SC

employed to realize configuration of the icons added to the
icon display area . Specifically , when the number of added

icons exceeds the number of icons to be displayed in the icon
display area , a newly added icon is automatically placed in

it is determined that a command to set the application icon

as a hidden icon has been received . Additionally, if it is
detected that the user has clicked the shortcut button , it is

the next icon display area screen .

determined that a command to set the application icon as a
shortcut icon has been received .

10049 ] In some embodiments , when the terminal is dis
playing the icon display area , if it receives a command to set

cation icons , in addition to manual selection by the user, the

cation icon is placed in this icon display area , and the icon
for this application that is displayed on the desktop is

on information such as which applications have been used
by the user recently or which applications are used more

a certain application icon as a hidden icon , then the appli

hidden ; if it receives a command to set a certain application

[0053 ] To set certain application icons as shortcut appli
application icon can be set as shortcuts automatically based

frequently . Specifically , the terminal can configure a set

icon as a shortcut icon , then the application icon is placed in

number of icons for applications recently opened by the user

this icon display area , and this application icon is simulta

as shortcut application icons , and add them to the icon

[0050 ] In some embodiments, the terminal uses the oper
ating system to monitor the operations executed by the user,

display area . The set number can be configured based on
requirements and is set to 3 in some embodiments . The
terminal can also configure application icons for which the

neously displayed on the desktop .

in order to detect whether the user has entered commands to
set a certain application icon as a hidden icon or a shortcut

icon . In particular , when this icon display is only used as a
hidden area , if it is detected that the user has executed an
operation to drag a certain application icon to this icon

display area, it is determined that a command to set this

application icon as a hidden icon has been received ; or , if it

is detected that the time the user has pressed and held a
certain application icon exceeds a set length of time ( e . g ., it

number of times the user has operated the application and / or

the total amount of operating time satisfies set conditions as

shortcut application icons, and add them to the icon display

area . For example , the terminal can set the icons of appli

cations that have been opened three times or more within
seven days as shortcut application icons.

[0054] Icons can be added to the icon display area in

accordance with the above technique, and an inverse process

can be used to delete icons that have been added to the icon

is detected that the user has used a long press with respect

display area . For example , when the terminal is displaying

display a user interface widget ( e . g ., a hide button ) in

the icon display area , the user can drag icons in the desktop
to the icon display area so the icons can be hidden , and can

to a certain application icon ), the operating system will
association with the application icon , and if it is detected that

the user has clicked or selected the user interface widget,

then a command to set the application icon as a hidden icon
is deemed to have been received ; wherein , the user can
select the application icon from a pop - up application inter

face menu or select the application icon directly on the

desktop so that the application icon can be hidden .
10051] In some embodiments , shortcut icons can be stored
in the icon display area . If it is detected that the user has
executed an operation to drag a certain application icon to
this icon display area ( e . g ., the user has pressed on the

application icon with a fingertip and held down the fingertip

to move the application icon on the screen to the icon display

also drag icons in the icon display area to the desktop so the
icons are not hidden . The operating system of the terminal
generally supports a drag and drop operation of icons ; after
the container class corresponding to this icon display area is
defined , this container class is registered in this dragging
operation ; when the terminal is displaying the icon display
area , if it receives a command to drag an icon entered by the

user, it can invoke the interface in this dragging system to
realize dragging of an icon from one container into another
container.

[0055 ] If an icon in the icon display area is deleted , then

the functions of the application corresponding to this icon in

association with the icon display area are also canceled ; for
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example , if a hidden application icon is moved out of the

icon display area , then the application corresponding to this

icon is no longer hidden , i.e ., the icon for this application
resumes to be displayed on the desktop ; if a shortcut

application icon is moved out of the icon display area , then

the application corresponding to the icon no longer functions

as a shortcut application .

[0056 ] FIG . 5 is a screenshot of an example displayed icon

display area offered in the embodiments of the present
application . The screenshot is an example taken from a
mobile phone with an Android® system . In this example , an
icon display area 502 is displayed , and the upper border of
icon display area 502 serves as the designated horizontal
line. In other words, it is not necessary to move sub -desktop
504 located in the upper portion and its wallpaper upward .
Sub -desktop 506 located in the lower portion and its wall
paper are moved downward , the distance by which they are

moved being the height of the icon display area . Further,

because the height of the icon display area is slightly higher
than the height of an icon , the DOCK area of the screen
( which comprises a row of icons typically displayed at the
bottom of the desktop ) is moved off of the screen ' s display
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[0063] Detection module 602 is further configured to

determine that a user operation satisfies a second designated
condition and that a display command has been received . In
particular, when it is determined that the user has employed

a two -point hand gesture operation , and the difference
positions of the two placements from the distance between
the ending positions of the two placements is not less than
a second threshold value , determine that the user operation

obtained by subtracting the distance between the initial

perceived through monitoring satisfies a second designated

condition .

[0064] In this example, the icon display area is a container
class used to store and display icons .
[0065 ] In this example , an icon display area is located in
a designated position on the desktop being displayed by
display 606 , the width of the icon display area is approxi
mately the same as the width of the desktop , and the height

of the icon display area is less than the height of the desktop .
[0066 ] The application icons contained in the icon display

area include one or more hidden application icons and /or
icon is an icon for which the display of the icon on the

one or more shortcut application icons. A hidden application

area .
10057 ] For purposes of example , a terminal that is a touch

desktop is hidden , and a shortcut application icon is an icon

screen device is discussed extensively in this application .

icon display area .
10067] If the icons contained in the icon display area
include hidden application icons and shortcut application
icons , then different identifiers are used to distinguish the

The terminal can also be a personal computer ( PC ), a
wearable device , or other client terminal. When the terminal
is a PC , instead of detecting the user hand gesture operation ,
the operating system and/ or display application implements

a display button and a hide button , which are displayed on

the desktop . When the user clicks the display button , the

terminal determines that a display command has been

received , and displays the icon display area ; when the user

clicks the hide button , the terminal determines that a hide

command has been received, and hides this icon display
area.
[0058 ] FIG . 6 is a block diagram of an example device that

provides application icon management according to embodi
ments of the present application .

[0059 ] Device 600 can be included in a terminal such as
[0060] Device 600 further comprises a detection module
602 , configured to receive hide or display commands.
[ 0061] Device 600 further comprises a display control
700 of FIG . 7 .

module 604 configured to , in the event that the command

that is simultaneously displayed on the desktop and in the

hidden application icons and the shortcut application icons
or the hidden application icons and the shortcut application

icons are displayed in different areas of the icon display area .
[0068] Shortcut application icons comprise one ormore of
the following types: application icons selected by the user,
application icons for a number of applications recently

opened by the user, and application icons for applications for
which the number of uses and /or the total operating time by
the user satisfies preset conditions .

[0069 ] Detection module 602 is further used to detect and

receive a command to set an application icon as a hidden

icon and /or to receive a command to set an application icon

as a shortcut icon .
[0070 ] In some embodiments , display controlmodule 604
further includes an icon control module ( not shown). When

detection module 602 detects and receives a command to set
an application icon as a hidden icon , the icon controlmodule

being displayed , hide the preset icon display area (and its

is configured to place the application icon in the icon display
area , and hide the application icon displayed on the desktop .

controlmodule 604 is further configured to : in the event that
the command corresponds to a display command and the

receives a command to set an application icon as a shortcut

area and its associated application icons in display 606 .
[0062 ] In this example , detection module 602 is config

has executed an operation to drag the application icon to the

corresponds to a hide command and the icon display area is

associated application icons ) from display 606 . Display
icon display area is being hidden , display the icon display

ured to monitor user operations using the operating system .

When the detection module detects that a user operation
satisfies a first designated condition , it determines that a hide
command has been received . In particular, when it is

Additionally , when the detection module detects and

icon, the icon control module is configured to place the

application icon in the icon display area .
10071] When detection module 602 detects that the user

icon display area , a command to set the application icon as
a hidden icon is deemed to have been received . When

operation , and the difference obtained by subtracting the

detection module 602 detects that the time that the user has
pressed and held the application icon exceeds a preset length
of time, the icon control module will display a hide button .
When the detection module detects that the user has clicked

from the distance between the ending positions of the two
placements does not exceed a set threshold value, then it is
determined that the detected user operation satisfies a first

the hide button , it is determined that a command to set the
application icon as a hidden icon has been received . When
it is detected that the user has clicked the button to add an
application icon to the icon display area , and after it is

detected that the user has employed a two -pointhand gesture

distance between the initial positions of the two placements

designated condition .

detected that the user has selected an application icon , it is
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further determined that a command to set this application

icon as a hidden icon has been received .
[0072] When the detection module detects that the user

has executed an operation to drag the application icon to the

icon display area , it is further configured to determine that
a command to set the application icon as a shortcut icon has

been received ; or, when it is determined that the time the
user has pressed and held the application icon exceeds a set
length of time, the display control module will display a

shortcut button , and , when it is detected that the user has
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drawn display image into two sub -display images, and

display the sub -display image located in the upper portion in

the sub -desktop located in the upper portion , and display the

sub -display image located in the lower portion in the sub
desktop located in the lower portion .

[0076 ] The modules described above can be implemented

as software code executing on one or more processors , as

hardware components such as programmable logic devices

(e.g ., microprocessors , field -programmable gate arrays (FP

GAs), digital signal processors (DSPs), etc .), Application

configured to determine that a command to set the applica

clicked the shortcut button , the detection module is further

Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) designed to perform
certain functions, or a combination thereof. In some embodi

tion icon as a shortcut icon has been received ; or, when it is
detected that the user has clicked the button to add an

ments , the modules can be embodied by a form of software

application icon to the icon display area , and after it is
detected that the user has selected an application icon , the
detection module is further configured to determine that a
command to set this application icon as a shortcut icon has
been received .

[0073] Display 606 is configured to display the icon
display area on the desktop or to display the icon display
area in the form of a floating window , wherein , the icon
display area is located in a designated position on the
desktop , the width of the icon display area is not greater than
the width of the desktop , and the height of the icon display
area is less than the height of the desktop .
[ 0074 ] Display control module 604 and display 606 are

configured to cooperate and perform the following func
tions : to retrieve the wallpaper data of the desktop , and ,
based on the retrieved wallpaper data, to draw a wallpaper
image , and scale the drawn wallpaper image to the dimen

sions of the desktop if needed ; based on the position on the
desktop of the designated horizontal line in the icon display
area , to determine a first straight line in a corresponding

position in the scaled wallpaper image ; to use the deter
mined first straight line as the dividing line to divide the
scaled wallpaper image into two sub -wallpaper images; to
use the designated horizontal line in the icon display area as
the dividing line, to divide the desktop into two sub

desktops ; to use the sub -wallpaper image located in the

products which can be stored in a nonvolatile storage

medium ( such as optical disk , flash storage device, mobile

hard disk , etc . ), including a number of instructions for

making a computer device (such as personal computers ,

servers, network equipment, etc .) implement the methods
described in the embodiments of the present application . The

modules may be implemented on a single device or distrib
uted across multiple devices. The functions of the modules

may be merged into one another or further split into multiple
sub -modules.

[0077 ] FIG . 7 is a functional diagram illustrating a pro
grammed computer system for application icon display and
management in accordance with some embodiments . As will
be apparent, other computer system architectures and con
figurations can be used to perform the described application
icon display and management technique. Computer system
700 , which includes various subsystems as described below ,
includes at least one microprocessor subsystem (also
referred to as a processor or a central processing unit (CPU )
702 ). For example , processor 702 can be implemented by a
single - chip processor or by multiple processors . In some
embodiments , processor 702 is a general purpose digital
processor that controls the operation of the computer system

700. In some embodiments , processor 702 also includes one
graphics processor, a network processor, etc .). Using
or more coprocessors or special purpose processors ( e . g ., a

upper portion as the wallpaper for the sub -desktop located in

instructions retrieved from memory 710 , processor 702
controls the reception and manipulation of input data

the upper portion , and use the sub -wallpaper image located

received on an input device ( e . g ., image processing device
706 , I/ O device interface 704 ) , and the output and display of

located in the upper portion and its wallpaper upward , the

ments , processor 702 includes and / or is used to implement

in the lower portion as the wallpaper for the sub -desktop
located in the lower portion ; to move the sub -desktop

distance by which they are moved upward being the distance

from the designated horizontal line to the upper border of the

icon display area ; and /or, to move the sub -desktop located in

the lower portion and its wallpaper downward , the distance

by which they are moved downward being the distance from

the designated horizontal line to the lower border of the icon
display area ; and to display the icon display area located
between the two desktops.

[0075 ]. When a widget is present on the desktop , and the

data on output devices ( e. g., display 718 ). In some embodi
the modules described above in connection with FIG . 6

and/or execute /perform the processes described above in

connection with FIG . 1.
[0078 ] Processor 702 is coupled bi-directionally with

memory 710 , which can include, for example , one or more
random access memories (RAM ) and/ or one or more read
only memories (ROM ) . As is well known in the art,memory
710 can be used as a general storage area , a temporary ( e . g .,

scratch pad ) memory , and /or a cache memory . Memory 710

display area of the widget coincides with the designated

can also be used to store input data and processed data , as

horizontal line in the icon display area, display control

well as to store programming instructions and data , in the

module 604 and display 606 are configured to cooperate and
to retrieve the display data of the widget, and , based on the

retrieved display data , to draw a display image of the widget ;
based on the position of the designated horizontal line
contained in the icon display area in the display area of the
widget, to determine a second straight line in a correspond
ing position in the drawn display image ; using the deter -

mined second straight line as the dividing line, to divide the

form of data objects and text objects , in addition to other
data and instructions for processes operating on processor

702 . Also as is well known in the art , memory 710 typically

includes basic operating instructions, program code, data ,
and objects used by the processor 702 to perform its func

tions (e .g ., programmed instructions ). For example, memory

710 can include any suitable computer readable storage

media described below , depending on whether, for example,
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data access needs to be bi-directional or uni-directional. For
example , processor 702 can also directly and very rapidly

retrieve and store frequently needed data in a cache memory

included in memory 710 .
[ 0079 ] A removable mass storage device 712 provides
additional data storage capacity for the computer system
700, and is optionally coupled either bi-directionally ( read /
write ) or uni- directionally (read only ) to processor 702 . A
fixed mass storage 720 can also , for example , provide
additional data storage capacity . For example , storage
devices 712 and /or 720 can include computer readable

media such as magnetic tape , flash memory, PC -CARDS,
portable mass storage devices such as hard drives ( e . g .,
magnetic , optical, or solid state drives ), holographic storage
devices, and other storage devices. Mass storages 712 and/ or

720 generally store additional programming instructions,
data , and the like that typically are not in active use by the
processor 702. It will be appreciated that the information
retained within mass storages 712 and 720 can be incorpo

rated , if needed , in standard fashion as part ofmemory 710
( e.g ., RAM ) as virtual memory .
[0080 ] In addition to providing processor 702 access to

storage subsystems, bus 714 can be used to provide access

to other subsystems and devices as well. As shown , these can
include a display 718 , a network interface 716 , an input /

output (I/O ) device interface 704 , an image processing
device 706 , as well as other subsystems and devices. For
example, image processing device 706 can include a camera ,
a scanner, etc .; I/O device interface 704 can include a device
interface for interacting with a touchscreen ( e . g ., a capaci

tive touch sensitive screen that supports gesture interpreta
tion ), a microphone , a sound card , a speaker, a keyboard , a
pointing device ( e . g ., a mouse , a stylus, a human finger ), a

Global Positioning System (GPS ) receiver, an accelerom
eter, and/or any other appropriate device interface for inter
acting with system 700 . Multiple I/ O device interfaces can
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Additional mass storage devices (not shown ) can also be
connected to processor 702 through network interface 716 .
[0082 ] In addition , various embodiments disclosed herein

further relate to computer storage products with a computer
readable medium that includes program code for performing
various computer- implemented operations . The computer

readable medium includes any data storage device that can

store data which can thereafter be read by a computer
system . Examples of computer readable media include, but

are not limited to : magnetic media such as disks and
neto - optical media such as optical disks ; and specially

magnetic tape ; optical media such as CD -ROM disks ; mag

configured hardware devices such as application - specific
integrated circuits (ASICs), programmable logic devices

(PLDs), and ROM and RAM devices. Examples of program
code include both machine code as produced , for example ,
by a compiler, or files containing higher level code ( e.g.,
script) that can be executed using an interpreter.
[0083 ]. The computer system shown in FIG . 7 is but an
example of a computer system suitable for use with the
various embodiments disclosed herein . Other computer sys
tems suitable for such use can include additional or fewer

subsystems. In some computer systems, subsystems can
share components (e .g ., for touchscreen - based devices such

as smart phones, tablets , etc., I/O device interface 704 and

display 718 share the touch sensitive screen component,
which both detects user inputs and displays outputs to the
user) . In addition , bus 714 is illustrative of any intercon
nection scheme serving to link the subsystems. Other com
puter architectures having different configurations of sub
systems can also be utilized .

[0084] Although the foregoing embodiments have been
described in some detail for purposes of clarity of under

standing, the invention is not limited to the details provided .
There are many alternative ways of implementing the inven

tion . The disclosed embodiments are illustrative and not

sequence of instructions to be executed on a processor, can

restrictive .
What is claimed is:
1. A method , comprising :
displaying a first set of one or more application icons in
a desktop display area , wherein the desktop display
area includes an icon display area, the icon display area
being in either a displayed state or a hidden state ;
receiving a first command ;
in response to a second set of one or more application
icons in the icon display area being displayed and the
first command corresponding to a hide command , hid
ing the icon display area such that the second set of one
or more application icons is not visible on the desktop
display area ; and
in response to the second set of one or more application
icons in the icon display area not being displayed and
a second command corresponding to a display com

interface card or similar device and appropriate software
implemented by ( e . g ., executed /performed on processor

such that the second set of one or more application
icons in the icon display area is visible on the desktop

be used in conjunction with computer system 700 . The I/O

device interface can include general and customized inter

faces that allow the processor 702 to send and , more

typically , receive data from other devices such as keyboards,

pointing devices, microphones, touchscreens, transducer
card readers , tape readers , voice or handwriting recognizers ,
biometrics readers, cameras, portable mass storage devices,
and other computers .

[0081 ] The network interface 716 allows processor 702 to

be coupled to another computer, computer network , or
telecommunications network using a network connection as
shown. For example , through the network interface 716 , the

processor 702 can receive information ( e. g ., data objects or
program instructions) from another network , or output infor
mation to another network in the course of performing

method/ process steps. Information , often represented as a

be received from and outputted to another network . An

702 can be used to connect the computer system 700 to an
external network and transfer data according to standard
protocols . For example , various process embodiments dis
closed herein can be executed on processor 702 , or can be

performed across a network such as the Internet, intranet
networks , or local area networks, in conjunction with a
remote processor that shares a portion of the processing .

mand being received , displaying the icon display area

display area ; wherein
the first command and the second command are received

by monitoring user operations and detecting a pre
specified user operation ; and

the first command is deemed to correspond to a hide
command in response to the pre -specified user opera
tion satisfying a first designated condition .
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2 . The method of claim 1 , wherein :
the pre-specified user operation includes a two -pointhand
gesture operation ; and
the pre -specified user operation is deemed to satisfy the
first designated condition in the event that a difference
between a distance of initial placement positions and a
distance ofending placement positions does not exceed
a first set threshold value .
3. The method of claim 1 , wherein the icon display area

is implemented as a container class .
4 . The method of claim 1, wherein :

the icon display area is located within a desktop ;
a width of the icon display area is not greater than a width

of the desktop; and
a height of the icon display area is not greater than a
height of the desktop .
5 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the second set of one
or more application icons includes a hidden application icon ,

a shortcut application icon , or both .
6 . The method of claim 5 , wherein the hidden application
icon and the shortcut application icon are identified using

different types of identifiers .

7 . The method of claim 5 , wherein the hidden application

icon and the shortcut application icon are displayed in
different areas of the icon display area .
8 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the second command

is deemed to correspond to a display command in the event

that the pre -specified user operation satisfies a second des
ignated condition .

9. The method of claim 8, wherein :
the pre- specified user operation includes a two-point hand
gesture ; and

the pre -specified user operation is deemed to satisfy the

second designated condition in the event that a differ
ence between a distance of initial placement positions
and a distance of ending placement positions does not
less than a second set threshold value.
10 . The method of claim 5 , wherein the shortcut appli
cation icon is determined by :
a manual selection by a user ;
an automatic selection of an application icon recently
opened by the user ;
an automatic selection of an application icon for which a
number of uses, an amount of operating time, or both
satisfy one or more preset conditions; or

a combination thereof.
11 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising receiving
a command to set an application icon as a hidden icon .

12 . The method of claim 11 , wherein the receiving the

command to set the application icon as a hidden icon
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16 . The method of claim 14 , wherein the receiving the

command to set the application icon as a shortcut icon
includes displaying a user interface widget to generate the
shortcut icon for the application icon and detecting a user

selection of the user interface widget to generate the shortcut

icon .

17 . The method of claim 1, wherein the icon display area
is displayed in the form of a floating window .
18 . The method of claim 1 , wherein displaying the second

set of one or more application icons in the icon display area
comprises :

retrieving display data of the desktop display area ;
drawing a display image based on the retrieved display
data ;

based on a location on the desktop display area of a
designated horizontal line in the icon display area ,
determining a first straight line in a corresponding
position in the display image ;
dividing the display image into two sub -display images
using the determined first straight line as a dividing
line;

dividing the desktop display area into two sub - desktops
using the designated horizontal line in the icon display
area as a dividing line, wherein a sub -display image
located in an upper portion is used as a display image

for a sub -desktop located in the upper portion , and a
a display image for a sub -desktop located in the lower
portion ; and
moving the sub -desktop located in the upper portion and
sub -display image located in a lower portion is used as

its corresponding sub - display image upward , moving

the sub -desktop located in the lower portion and its
corresponding sub -display image downward , or both .
19 . The method of claim 18 , wherein the display data
includes wallpaper display data or widget display data .
20 . A system , comprising :
one or more computer processors configured to :
cause a first set of one or more application icons to be
displayed in a desktop display area , wherein the
desktop display area includes an icon display area ,
the icon display area being in either a displayed state
or a hidden state ;
receive a first command ;
in response to a second set of one or more application
icons in the icon display area being displayed and the
first command corresponding to a hide command ,
cause the icon display area to be hidden such that the
second set of one or more application icons is not
visible on the desktop display area ; and

includes detecting that a user has executed an operation to

in response to the second set of one or more application

13. The method of claim 11 , wherein the receiving the
command to set the application icon as a hidden icon
includes displaying a user interface widget to hide the
application icon and detecting a user selection of the user
interface widget to hide the application icon.

a second command corresponding to a display com
mand being received , cause the icon display area to

drag the application icon to the icon display area .

14 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising receiving
a command to set an application icon as a shortcut icon .

15 . The method of claim 14 , wherein the receiving the

command to set the application icon as a shortcut icon
includes detecting that a user has executed an operation to

drag the application icon to the icon display area.

icons in the icon display area notbeing displayed and

be displayed such that the second set of one or more
application icons in the icon display area is visible on

the desktop display area , wherein :
the first command and the second command are
received by monitoring user operations and detecting
a pre -specified user operation ; and
the first command is deemed to correspond to a hide
command in response to the pre -specified user opera
tion satisfying a first designated condition ; and
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one or more memories coupled to the one or more
computer processors , the one or more memories con
figured to provide the one or more computer processors

with instructions.
21 . A computer program product embodied in a tangible
non - transitory computer readable storage medium and com

prising computer instructions for:

displaying a first set of one or more application icons in
a desktop display area , wherein the desktop display
area includes an icon display area , the icon display area
being in either a displayed state or a hidden state ;

receiving a first command ;
in response to a second set of one or more application
icons in the icon display area being displayed and the
first command corresponding to a hide command, hid
ing the icon display area such that the second set of one

or more application icons is not visible on the desktop

display area ; and
in response to the second set of one or more application
icons in the icon display area not being displayed and
a second command corresponding to a display com

mand being received , displaying the icon display area
such that the second set of one or more application
icons in the icon display area is visible on the desktop
display area ; wherein :
the first command and the second command are received

by monitoring user operations and detecting a pre

specified user operation ; and

the first command is deemed to correspond to a hide
command in response to the pre - specified user opera
tion satisfying a first designated condition .
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